We present a case of utilizing preoperative hypnosis technique in overcoming patient’s fear of operating room’s (OR) coldness and its small space fear (claustrophobia). In this report, we highlight how these two aspects of an OR environment can prevent patients to be maintained in a constant hypnotic trance state. Operating room can be a claustrophobic experience to some patients. The patient may not have experienced this situation. Therefore, it is important for anesthetist using hypnosis technique to be aware of possible anxiety attack being triggered by claustrophobia or sense of losing control of oneself. It is important to avoid suggestions that can trigger panic attacks, in this case, it was the sensitivity to OR coldness and detailed description of the OR environment.
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INTRODUCTION

We present a case of utilizing preoperative hypnosis technique in overcoming patient’s fear of operating room’s (OR) coldness and its small space fear (claustrophobia). In this report, we highlight how these two aspects of an OR environment can prevent patients to be maintained in a constant hypnotic trance state. After an extensive literature review on any similar case presentation, we found no similar reporting has been made.

There is a substantial amount of evidence that hypnosis represents a useful, additional tool that anesthetists may find valuable in everyday practice (Cyna, Tomkins, Maddock, & Barker, 2007; Katcher, Segal, & Beck, 1984). Many anesthetists are using hypnosis to alleviate patient’s anxiety at waiting area before wheeling them to the operating room (Saadat et al., 2006). Hypnosis preoperatively is a technique which results in high patient satisfaction and better surgical outcomes (Montgomery, Weltz, Seltz, & Bovbjerg, 2002).

Purpose of this case report is to highlight the importance of avoiding negative suggestions that may trigger patient’s unwanted experiences and emotions associated with it. These suggestions are referring to Operating room’s (OR) environment that clinicians may use to describe during the hypnotic induction and maintenance process. However, some of these suggestions may not be appropriate and many clinicians have not
taken it with much consideration. Two variables in OR environment that should be considered during an initial preoperative interview with patients (for anesthetists this is referring to preoperative assessment review), are: claustrophobia (referring to fear of confined spaces with or without sense of losing own self control) and cold sensitivity (referring to cold environment in OR). Using inappropriate words/suggestions can trigger undesirable experience, and not able to maintain patient in the trance state (relaxed state) leading to failure in maintaining the patient in trance concentration state.

**DESCRIPTION OF TREATMENT**

This is the patient’s first surgical and anesthesia experience. She was slightly apprehensive about the surgery. As our routine anesthesia approach, this patient was offered a pre-operative hypnosis session, using Erikson’s method (Gay, Philippot, & Luminet, 2002), to reduce her pre-operative anxiety and for general well-being motivation. In the preoperative assessment visit, we gathered as much information as possible that can be utilized for the patient’s hypnotic trance induction and maintenance process. Written anesthesia and hypnosis consent was obtained after detailed explanation. For this patient, she didn’t want any oral anxiolytic agents for her premedication. She was relatively calm and didn’t exhibit any signs to suggest anxiety towards the procedure.

On the day of the surgery, the preoperative hypnosis was initiated 30 minutes prior to surgery, which was conducted in the OR waiting area. As our routine practice, suitable patients for preoperative hypnosis will receive only one hypnosis intervention, 30mins before surgery time. The session started with simple eye closure induction with visualization of patient’s favourite place (gentle induction with permissive approach). In her case, it was a seaside/beach experience. This was followed by Hartland’s progressive muscle relaxation. Hypnosis trance depth moderate level reached, as patient’s hr: 50-60/min with Systolic BP ranges: 110-115mmhg, diastolic BP ranges: 70-80 mmHg. This was evident, with patient’s hypnotic phenomenon manifestations, and deep muscle relaxation: head resting comfortably on the bed, slow and delayed verbal response. The hypnotic suggestion of ego strengthening and general postoperative well being were suggested. Hypnotic suggestions of postoperative successful recovery with rapid healing were given. The suggestion of amnesia also included. We also included suggestions for describing the events that usually take place in OR in relation to preparing the patient for general anesthesia. These included detailed description, of the operating room (OR) environment and placement of monitoring devices on patients, prior to providing anesthesia for the patient. These suggestions were reinforced with supportive statements assuring the patient...
that the doctors and nurse are with her all the time to ensure her safety and well being.

Once patient became relaxed and in a moderate trance state (Shor, 1962) (profound muscle relaxation state where hypnotic phenomenon limb cataplexy was elicited), with stable hemodynamic parameters (blood pressure and heart rate), we wheeled her to the operating table to start the formal anesthesia induction with medications (propofol, fentanyl and gas inhalation: sevoflurane, dosing depending on patient’s response). Once anesthesia pharmacological agents used to start anesthesia process, standard anesthesia care will be followed.

RESULTS & FOLLOW-UPS

The initial expectation from this was the usual patient comfort and reduction in preoperative anxiety with patient’s satisfaction in regards to smooth anesthesia induction. For this patient, it was expected that the standard pre-operative hypnosis would make the patient very relaxed and calm before wheeling into the operating room.

As the patient was already in the deeply relaxed state, decision to wheel patient into the operating table was made. As the patient was being wheeled in, continuous verbal suggestions of relaxation (utilizing distractions to further deepen patient in their hypnotic trance state) were delivered. As patient moving into the OR surgical bed, we were describing the operating environment and noisy distractions in a positive way, to further relax the patient. Suggestion, "you are being wheeled in OR now, but you don't have to worry, as you are in safe hands of doctors and nurses here, you can remain to be relaxed and enjoy your favorite safe place. If you feel cold, it is just the coldness of the operating room, which will be a signal for you to relax more and you could imagine hugging or wrapping yourself in a warm blanket". At this point, a warming mattress device (usual practice for all patients undergoing surgery) will be used to warm patients. We kept positive suggestion, such as "although you are in the operating table, your body needs to be here, but your mind doesn't. You can choose to continue to be safe and at peace at your favourite place." At this juncture, we noticed her facial expression started to changed to more stressed looking, frowning of the forehead, and the patient started to shiver. No anesthesia pharmacological drugs administered here yet. The patient started to breathe heavily and her respiratory rate beginning to increase. Her heart rate on the monitor ranges 90-110/min.

As suggestions to induce more relaxation and calmness were continued she became more agitated and opened her eyes, looking frightened. The patient was not able to further concentrate on suggestions. Heart rate increased to 100-110/min with blood pressure ranging: 120-140/90mmhg. This was evident that she was already anxious. The patient was not able to concentrate on further suggestions. A gentle dose of intravenous midazolam 1mg was given, to calm the patient. However, the patient became more agitated and the patient got up wide awake. She verbalized surgery refusal and wish to cancel the surgery. At this point, we as the medical team in charge of her care decided to postpone the surgery, from a medical ethical perspective. The patient was wheeled out of OR, and back to the ward, awake fully for further review and reassessment.

2 hours later, in the ward, with normal hemodynamic vital signs, the patient was alert. On further questioning, the patient revealed that the night and morning before surgery, she was very anxious and afraid of the surgery. But when the hypnotic relaxation started, the patient said, she was calmer and more relaxed. In fact, she doesn't remember much, except for the feeling of being light and relaxed. Amnesia is a hypnotic phenomenon (Defechereux et al., 1999; Kihlstrom, 1985), which she had exhibited and indicated the adequate hypnotic depth. Patient revealed, as the suggestion of wheeling patient into the OR was made, and OR being cold, she felt a sense of being trapped in small space and losing control. She said, she was getting more distressed, and suddenly her breathing was rapid. Patient and her husband gave an additional history that she has fear of confined spaces. She has a sense of being not in control and extreme fear in small places. This information was not revealed to us at any time during the initial pre-operative visits. Patient
claims never thought being in OR would trigger this experience for her, despite she being a medical staff. She said she felt a sense of overwhelming panic. We reassess the patient and a new medical consent was obtained from herself and her family members. We agreed to continue with the surgery in the evening, with same anesthesia approach.

This time, similar hypnotic induction was used. The patient became relaxed rapidly. But this time, as we were wheeling patient into OR, we only gave positive ego strengthening and well-being suggestions, without mentioning words relating to OR room, coldness, or anything relating to claustrophobia and kept the OR environment as silent as possible, minimizing verbal conversations and sound from monitoring devices. Suggestions for self-control to overcome fear using "dial up/down knob" were included. The patient was not shifted to the OR operating table immediately (as for usual norm practice, patient's would be asked to be on the OR operating bed). This patient was allowed to continue to be in her trance state on her own ward bed. As the patient was already in a deep trance state, this time, we induced patient with intravenous anesthesia method, dose-dependent, as compared to usual technique of co-induction, intravenous and gaseous induction. Our aim here was to prevent excessive activities around the patient in the OR. The patient was successfully anesthetized and surgery proceeded well. Postoperative, patient return to the ward well. Upon asking her experience, on the next postoperative day, the patient has no recollection of events in OR after starting the hypnotic relaxation procedures, and the patient felt more in control this time. She was satisfied with the hypnotic process, and she described being intensely involved with her favourite place.

**DISCUSSION**

Hypnosis is an effective adjunctive procedure for a wide variety of surgical patients (Montgomery, Weltz, et al., 2002; Saadat et al., 2006). It is recognized that pre-operative anxiety can have adverse effects on the course and outcome of surgery (Markland & Hardy, 1993). There is a considerable amount of research into the influences of interventions for pre-operative anxiety on a number of post-operative variables (Markland & Hardy, 1993). This case study gave us an opportunity to look into the effects of patient's perception of Operating Room's environment on the ability to maintain patients in their trance state.

Operating room can be a claustrophobic experience to some patients. The patient may not have experienced this situation. Therefore, it is important for anesthetist using hypnosis technique to be aware of possible anxiety attack being triggered by claustrophobia or sense of losing control of oneself. It is important to avoid suggestions that can trigger panic attacks, in this case, it was the sensitivity to OR coldness and detailed description of the OR environment. In many hypnosis scripts, clinicians using hypnosis often follows a set of hypnotic script or modify according to patient's needs. In this case experience, it shows that it is important to first identify with patients their fear of small, enclosed spaced, and fear of extreme coldness.

Initially, the aim of hypnosis preoperatively, in this case, was to provide the patient a sense of self-confidence and anxiety relieve. However, after patient exhibit, the fear of OR environment, the hypnosis intervention, gave a tool to the patient to self-control her fear. The "dial-up/down knob" metaphor was used to help patient to visualize them controlling their fear, proved to be a successful approach, because for this patient being in self-control in important. Being able to control and manipulate the degree of her fear in trance state, further enhances her hypnotic experience because the patient believes she still can be in control of herself despite being in a trance state. As for cold OR environment, we avoided mentioning words such as the cold. Instead, we suggested to the patient as follow: " as you are walking down the beach and feeling the slight warmness of the sea water touching your feet, maybe you could imagine holding or putting on a warm scarf around your neck or body. Try to feel the warmth of the scarf." As this suggestion was being
offered, we applied the warming blanket in OR on the patient. This made the patient warm. No shivering was noted from this patient from the point of the hypnotic induction to anesthesia induction. Avoiding suggestions describing OR environment for this patient was important. This may not be the same for other patients. Therefore, getting a history of patient’s prior experience in OR in crucial. The strategy used here was minimizing interruptions to patient’s hypnotic experiences and minimizing OR surrounding activities. This was done by not moving the patient to the OR operating table to induce anesthesia (in this case, we anesthetized patient on her ward bed) and controlling OR distractions (conversations amongst medical staff in OR and OR preparations).

Extensive researches have been done on the role of clinical hypnosis in pre-operative setting and benefits of hypnosis for patients (Defechereux et al., 1999; Montgomery, David, Winkel, Silverstein, & Bovbjerg, 2002). However, limited data is available on hypnotic techniques and suitable scripts available on pre-operative hypnosis. Further studies into hypnotic scripts for trance induction, maintenance and termination scripts, used for pre-operative settings needs, need to be looked into.
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